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Let’s face it, half of being bitchin’, is lookin’ bitchin’. The other half, 
well, let’s not worry about the other half, this is Tahoe and lookin’ 

bitchin’ is everything. But with so many different steezes to choice from, 
how is one to know which steez to get in , in order to fit in? Well fret not 
you little sheep, the LowDown fashion department is here to force-feed 
the latest fashion trends. Read, study, repeat, and before you know every 
liftie in town will be all up in your business. 

1. Emo-snowboarder: If you find yourself listening to Dashboard Confessional and other music that 
makes you want to sit in the dark and cry, or if you enjoy writing poetry that has all of your friends 
worried, this is definitely the steez for you.

Helpful Hints
- The most important part of this look is tight jeans. Think Bon Jovi early 80’s, 

we’re talking tight here folks. These jeans should be so tight, that you have to cut 
the cuffs to fit them over your boots. Let’s face it, no emo kid is ever going to be 
caught dead rockin’ Volcom snowboard pants.

  - Sticking with anti-corporate flavor, there is no way you’d be caught 
  dead wearing anything water-repellant. After all, a warm snowboarder 
  is a happy snowboarder; and emo kids aren’t happy. So for upper body 
  gear try sporting a sweater, think Nirvana. If the sweater came from a 
  thrift store and requires duct tape patches, you’re on your way.

- For accessories, think hat and scarves. Raid your old closet for 
stuff your mom made you wear in fourth grade. Bonus points 
if the hat and or scarf were made or owned by someone 
that’s now dead. Gloves are NOT acceptable for this 
look.

- Attitude: Don’t smile or laugh at anything no matter 
how funny it is. Always looking like you’re contem-
plating the works of some author no ones ever heard 
of. Play down any compliments.


